Big Display
Auto shut-off
High sampling frequency
Auto calibration

RoHS
WT-10 Probe Thermometer

Overview
The needle probe thermometer is a perfect tool with high precision, low power consumption, large LCD screen, fast measurement, simple modeling, etc. suitable for measuring the temperature of milk, beverage, coffee or meat during barbecue. It has auto calibration feature in ice-water mixture.

Functions
- On/Off.
- Temperature hold.
- °C/°F selectable.
- Auto calibration.
- Auto shut-off.

Specifications
- Measuring range: -50°C ~ 300°C/-58°F ~ 572°F
- Accuracy: ±1°C (-20°C ~ 70°C: ±0.4°F ~ 158°F)
- Resolution: 0.1°C/0.1°F
- Sampling rate: 0.5s
- Battery: 1.5V LR44

Operation
- Rotate the battery cover to the position as showing, take it down and install the battery.

- ON/OFF: Press this key to turn on or off the thermometer.
- °C/°F: Press this key to switch between Celsius and Fahrenheit.
- HOLD/CAL:
  Press and release this during temperature measurement to display HOLD and hold the temperature value. Press it again to continue measuring temperature and HOLD disappears. Place the thermometer in ice water mixture for 30 seconds, press and hold this key until CAL shows, calibration starts. Release the key when 0°C shows, calibration finishes.
- The thermometer will be automatically off after 8 minutes of inactivity.